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THROWING THE SOCIOLOGICAL IMAGINATION INTO THE
GARBAGE: USING STUDENTS'WASTE DISPOSAL HABITS TO
ILLUSTRATE C. WRIGHT MILLS'S CONCEPT*
William
Heartland

Dowell
Community

SOCIOLOGISTSAGREE THAT the sociological
imagination fosters students' critical think
and De
Schoenike,
ing skills (Eckstein,
Haddad
and
Lieberman
1995;
2002;
laney
1976; Mayer
1986; Misra
2000).
Logan
The challenge lies in motivating
students to
their sociological
imaginations.
develop
and
them of its importance
Convincing
takes
value
creativity beyond re
practical
and
class discussions,
readings,
quiring
its
theoretical
papers describing
importance.
Students need to see the relevancy of C.
(1959) work applied to eve
Wright Mills's
Saxe, and Cobb
ryday living. McKinney,
as
we are ethi
note
that
educators
(1998)
cally bound to develop active, responsible
learners. In this paper I outline an interac
tive technique using garbage to teach the
imagina
sociological
relevancy of Mills's
tion.

students are
courses,
sociology
Through
and should
introduced to global diversity
to
that
culture
recognize
shapes their
begin
awareness of the real world. Textbooks and
lecture may highlight the inequities in social
structure and global environments but they
such
do not allow students to experience
issues and fully develop a sense of under
standing. Students need to gain a realistic
context

of

social

issues

nationally
that
and/or globally. Creating assignments
make students critically evaluate their own
local world and the local world of others is
in an age when global
essential, especially
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ization is becoming
the norm
(Renzulli
2000).
In what
Hardin
termed
the
(1968)
the
of
human
commons,"
"tragedy
beings
exhibit a strong propensity to overuse natu
ral resources by pursuing their own individ
ual or group short-term self interest rather
than acting in the long-term common inter
est of the world. Because these excesses are
all caused by human behavior,
they can all
by changes in human behavior
(Oskamp 2000). We need to consider how
they may be imbedded in feelings, norms,
attitudes, and values and/or institutionalized
within cultural systems and social institu
tions. Analyzing
the current environmental
issues in our world allows students to see
be reversed

the societal patterns that influence individu
als and groups of individuals, reveals how
the context of society
shapes our lives,
the
importance of social and his
highlights
torical awareness,
and can illustrate the
of
the
sociological
imagination.
importance
imagination] is a quality of

[The sociological
mind

that

seems

most

an

of

understanding
in connection
ourselves
alities.

It
the

among

is not merely

such

adroit

one

to promise
of
realities
social

larger

range

re

of mind

quality
of

cultural

is the quality whose wider and
use

offers

sensibilities?and

itself?will

with

contemporary

sensibilities?it
more

dramatically
the intimate

come

to play

the promise
in fact human
a greater

role

that

all

reason
in hu

man affairs. (Mills 1959:15)
In our everyday lives we contribute to the
shaping of society, and through its ebbs and
flows society in return shapes us. Showing
students this reciprocal procedure is a daily
challenge. How can social issues and per
I
sonal troubles develop our understanding?
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STUDENT HABITS AND SOCIOLOGICAL
like the
argue that experiential assignments
of garbage can
and monitoring
collection
our

assist

in

dents'

learning of, the sociological

explanation

of,

and

the

stu

imagina

tion.

EXERCISE
In the spring of 2000, I introduced an as
signment that allowed Introduction to Soci
students to analyze
their own and
ology
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the Garbage
class period begins by weighing
each person's garbage and, with the help of
a volunteer,
on the
the weight
recording
board. We
tally everyone's
garbage and
calculate a total of the garbage produced.

Analyzing
The next

Actually
seeing the garbage and the collec
tive weight provides
students with a sense
of the "scope" or "size" of the issue. Be
cause of the student diversity at a commu
nity college, we get a wide range in the

their classmates' waste disposal habits. This
was
and
assignment
inspired by Rathje
which
(1992) book Rubbish!,
Murphy's
outlines Rathje's
"Garbage Project." Ac
the Garbage
cording to Rathje and Murphy,
Project was designed to teach principles of

amount
of
While
garbage
produced.
students typically
younger
carry in one
small plastic bag it is not uncommon
for
to
students with
older married
children
carry in two and even three garbage bags

to
I decided
archaeological
methodology.
revise Rathje's Garbage Project in connec
tion with the students' textbook and turn it
into a sociological
investigation. The assign
ment I created is composed of three basic

remainder of the class period is a
debriefing exercise focusing on their experi
ences starting with the question: What
is
your reaction to the material you collected?

components:
(1) the collection of garbage,
classroom
(2)
analysis of the garbage, and
written
students'
(3)
responses
outlining
of
their
sociological
implementation
imagi
nation and the implications of garbage from
a local, national, and global perspective.
Imost recently introduced this assignment
to three sections of Introduction to Sociol
ogy at a public community
college. The
assignment took place in the last quarter of
the semester and lasted one full week. The
three class sections each enrolled 30 to 35
students?two met three times a week for 50
each and one section met twice a
minutes
week for 75 minutes each.
Collecting Garbage
the class period prior to covering
During
I provide
the material on the environment,
students with a plastic bag (or two) and in
struct them to collect their garbage over a
twenty-four hour period and bring it to the
next class session. I allow them to discard
waste that may pose a health concern, but I
I do
require them to document the material.
not tell students why
are
they
collecting
their garbage, just that it is necessary
order to complete the next assignment.

in

full.
The

This open-ended question allows students to
address any component of the exercise they
like and leads to the follow-up questions:
is your garbage? When do you pro
What
duce garbage? Where do you produce your
garbage? And why do you produce gar
bage? This debriefing offers the opportunity
to value the students' participation and com
pare student behavior.
One goal of the debriefing
is to give stu
dents a clearer picture of their accomplish
ment

and to help them see the purpose of
the exercise and tie it to the broader goals
of the class (Billson
1986; Millis
1997;
and
Aldrich
2000).
Woodberry
Through
class discussion
students begin to acknowl
how
status, and social
time,
edge
place,
influence

and

economy

create

waste

mate

the class period comes to an end, I
ask students to record all the items in their
bag(s) and then sort the waste into recycla
bles and garbage and place everything in the
appropriate containers that I ask our physi
rial. As

cal plant staff to place

in the room prior

to

class.

While
students are presenting
their opin
ions and reactions to the exercise,
I use
to generate the class notes
their comments
for the day. The notes help fuel discussion
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but also help students better understand
their relationship with society. A major goal
with the class notes is to show students the
current ecological
conditions
and to help

and enhanced collective
action
encouraged
which led to the construction of a new so
cial issue?the environment.

to
them understand both their relationship
current trends and the historical process that
led to the situation today.

Written Requirements
The third aspect of

For example, after weighing
the garbage I
out
that
the
American
dis
average
point
cards four and a half pounds of waste each
Protection
(Environmental
day
Agency
In
the
[EPA] 2002).
make-up of their gar
bage, paper use is one item students tend to
I inform
have in common in this exercise.
them that although it is the most recycled
item, paper is also the number one contribu
tor to landfills

(EPA 2002).
the discussion we also note the
During
uses of paper, recycling rates of other prod
ucts like glass, metal and plastic,
landfill
rates
usage, and international consumption
of various products
including commercial
energy and future energy needs. I also take
can
care to show the students that measures
be and have been taken to remedy problems
to the EPA (2002)
in these areas. According
States recycled 30 percent of its
tons of municipal
solid waste in
2000, which is significantly higher than the
16 percent rate of 1990 and even the 28
percent recycling rate of 1999.
I also point out that the problem of gar
bage has not always been an issue but has
been added to the public agenda fairly re
cently. Shortages during World War II led
to our first significant efforts to recycle, and
the United

232 million

beginning
concerns

in the late 1960s preservationist
of
into a movement

blossomed

the project is the stu
to the following
responses
is
What
your initial reaction to
1)
questions:
the material
in the past 24
collected
you
dents'

written

hours?

2) How would

you relate your gar
experience toMills's discus

bage collecting
sion of the sociological
3)
imagination?
What are the future concerns for the United
States in regards to garbage production?
Think of such questions as: How does one
is
type of material
produce waste? What
we
do
the
of
type
produced? Why
produce
waste material we do? Where
is the material
are structured so
going? These questions
must
that students
apply specific sociologi
cal concepts and terms, but are also open
ended so that students can express their in
terpretations of the sociological
imagination
and their experience.
The first question allows students to inter
nalize the class session and analyze the ex
ercise again. It permits the less vocal stu
dents the opportunity to share their insights.
The second question asks students to illus
trate the importance
and significance
of
their sociological
imaginations. Each semes
to
ter many students relate their experience
of troubles and
(1959) discussion
issues, noting the difference between private
matters and public issues.
Finally I ask students to analyze this exer
I am often
cise from a national perspective.
on
comments
the importance
impressed with

Mills's

or
power, military dominance,
abilities. Many
students write
about important environmental concepts like
thermal pollution,
ecological
footprint, and

political protest demanding action by federal
(Naar 1990). During the 1970s,
government
landmark
activism
grass-roots
produced
includ
environmental
legislation
protection

of monetary
educational

ing the first Earth Day (1970), the creation
Protection
of the Environmental
Agency
enactment
of
the Clean Air Act
the
(1970),
(1972), and the Safe Drinking Water Act
(1974). Prior to these legislative move
ments, environmental protection was left to

environmental

the market
municipal

economy
ordinances.

and a few scattered
in our society

Factors

classism.

STUDENT COMMENTS
Verbal Responses
common
initial response
from
The most
students is: "I thought I would have more
garbage than this." The frequent comment

"You can tell I don't recycle" is often met
with laughter and concurrence.
some marvel at the amount of gar
While
some people collect others are
that
bage
quick to identify various issues surrounding
their consumption. The following comments
initial
from the spring of 2002 highlight
student reactions.
"I, probably like every
one else in here, never really gave much
thought to how much stuff I throw away or
where it went once it left my house." One
student noted, "This experience brought me
to the understanding
that I as a consumer
have bought into the quick fixes for meals
and all the time saving packaged goods that
are
dollar companies
these multi-million
to
accommodate
busy lifestyles."
providing
new
Another
student also acknowledged
insight into dietary habits: "I'm amazed at
how much junk food I eat. But now that I
think about it, I'm always on the go and the
only food available, or at least convenient,
is junk food."
As the debriefing

students be
proceeds,
as
to
variables?such
discuss
race, age,
gin
marital status, sex, parental status, employ
affect consumption
ment, and location?that
an older student
As
and waste production.
a
as
status
wife and as a mother
noted, "My
of three pre-teen girls has me responsible
for more than the average college student.
This little exercise
showed me just how
much garbage passes by me before itmakes
it to the waste basket and unfortunately how
little we actually recycle."
Written Responses
The following comments are from students'
papers. "My initial reaction is that my fam
ily and I waste a lot of food and I estimate
that approximately
75% of my garbage
could be recycled, but for some reason we
don't do it." A quiet student noted her ap
in class dis
prehension about participating
"I
cussion:
did limit my garbage because I
did not want the class to realize my personal
three cups of
such as purchasing
habits,
coffee each day." Another student wrote:
As I looked at the garbage, I thought that gar
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really
bage
me
or my
But at the
cluding
amounts
issue

is not

a problem
it really

family,
same
time millions

big
companies
and
of waste
then becomes

are
that

a personal

a trouble

or

doesn't
of

affect

for
us.
in

people,

generating
is an issue.
trouble

vast
This

because

it affects my life. It will all be dumped in the
landfill five miles from my house.
insightful student displayed our
society's penchant for waste production by
showing the relationship between fitting into
the tradi
corporate America,
maintaining
tional family, living a healthy lifestyle, and
Another

adhering to President Bush's push for con
11 tragedy.
sumerism after the September
This student realized that individual goals
are constructed and directed by larger social
forces and issues, a key point in Mills's

(1959)work:
Why can't Iwear a shirt with a slightly frayed
collar to work? Why can't I ask Dell to ship
my

without

computer

Styrofoam

protection

and tell them, just be careful? And, why do I
use disposable diapers, and what do I do with
them
form

my

answer:
I con
they are used? The
to the expectations
and allow
of society

after

life to be heavily

institutions

and

social

influenced by various

mores.

Each semester several students outline the
and
connection between social expectations
freedom.
perceived personal

EVALUATION OF THE EXERCISE
I initially implemented
the garbage
After
in 2000 I sought voluntary feed
exercise
back from students using three open-ended
I did not pressure stu
questions. Although
dents to reply, 87 of the 95 enrolled stu
of the respon
responded. Eighty-one
dents provided highly favorable comments,
while
six respondents
rated the exercise
the
six unfavorable
unfavorably.
Among
comments were four that cited the "hassle"
dents

or "nuisance"

of keeping track of garbage
all day.
I used the garbage exercise again in the
same manner with the same courses in the
fall of 2003 and I devised a more formal
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evaluation to better gauge students' percep
tions of the value of the exercise.
This
evaluation instrument relied on Angelo and
Cross's
(1993: 330) technique for teacher
feedback
forms and the results
designed
confirmed the qualitative feedback gathered
the previous semesters.
I asked students to complete the survey on
the final day of the garbage exercise in or
der to assess their perceptions regarding the
effectiveness
of the exercise as an approach
to understanding
environmental
concerns,
their application of the sociological
imagi
nation, and their general receptivity to the
exercise. Students responded to a series of
statements relating to the previous
themes
on a five-point Likert scale ranging from
The
strongly agree to strongly disagree.
final question on the survey asked students
to rate the overall effectiveness
of the gar
bage exercise. Out of 94 students present in
three sections on the final day of the exer
cise, I received 93 completed responses.
I was pleased to find that 95.7 percent of
or
either
respondents
"agreed"
exer
"The
that,
"strongly agreed"
garbage
cise raised my awareness of environmental
issues and concerns". More
importantly,
89.2 percent of the students agreed with the
the

statement:

"The

garbage

enhanced

exercise

and

of
my understanding
implementation
stu
When
the Sociological
Imagination".
dents rated the overall effectiveness
of the
93.5 percent rated it satisfactory
exercise,
or better, with 15.1 percent rating it out
standing. Nearly 80 percent of the students
indicated they retained more
information
from the exercise than they usually do at the
conclusion of a chapter. Finally, 96.8 per
cent of the students agreed that the material
covered was relevant to their personal life.
comments

at

the
open-ended
end of the survey support the responses to
the closed-ended
One
student
questions.
Students'

"The relaxed atmosphere and
commented:
made
the topic more
interaction
personal
a
was
and
break
from notes
nice
appealing
and lecture." Another
im
student was
an
never
"I'll
fact:
pressed by
important
forget

the average

American

throws

away

4.5

students
pounds of garbage." Many
reported that the garbage exercise helped
them use sociological
approaches to under
stand the environment.
One noted the im
of seeing the garbage first-hand:
"Seeing all the garbage in the class made
click for me.
able to
something
Being

portance

'touch'

the

sociological
commented:
Before
well
the

issue helped
imagination."

I had understood

clear

up Mills's
Another
student

troubles and issues

to answer
on the exam,
enough
questions
same with
the connection
between
society

and the individual. But what
allowed

me

to do was

this assignment

experience

the

socio

logical imagination first hand. I actually see
how

encourages
society
turn create more.

garbage

and

we

in

The negatives of the exercise were also re
inforced as several students indicated their
displeasure at having to carry their garbage
over a 24-hour period.
A potential difficulty with this exercise is
that some students bring in only part of
their garbage in an attempt to conceal what
they consider their bad habits or embarrass
ing material. To combat this I require stu
dents to address their initial reaction to the
in their papers as well as in the
experience
classroom. While
I cannot know how many
actually limit their garbage, I do know that
several mention
doing so in their written
to the second
Their response
responses.
chance to describe
their personal garbage
shows that students are analyzing their own
behavior

privately.

CONCLUSIONS
By engaging in collection,
analysis, reflec
tion, and reporting, students are practicing
sociology rather than just reading about it in
a text. The assignment
tends to eliminate
the abstraction of the material and provides
a more tangible product that allows students
a greater sense of direct connection
to the
issue under discussion. Being involved pro
vides hands-on experience with the socio
logical enterprise.

STUDENT HABITS AND SOCIOLOGICAL
is a useful tool to
garbage exercise
students
their
help
apply
newly acquired
sociological knowledge and critically evalu
ate their personal behavior and the behavior
of their community. Although
initially re
to
students
luctant,
appear
enjoy the physi
cal aspect of the exercise and take an active
the discipline.
role in understanding
Stu
are so
dents begin to see why sociologists
interested in such topics and more
impor
The

tantly how

the profession
approaches and
applies sociological concepts.
These
interactive, hands-on assignments
illustrate how sociology works and further
enhance conceptual understanding.
Student
show that the garbage exercise
responses
leaves a lasting impression and may pique
interest in viewing the world through a so
ciological lens.
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